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1 Introduction

The path integral of Euclidean quantum gravity is ill-defined because the Weyl factor of the

Euclidean metric has a wrong-sign kinetic term [1]. It has been a long-standing puzzle how

to make sense of such a theory. In this work, we address this problem for two-dimensional

gravity with a cosmological constant, where the dynamics of the Weyl factor is described

by the exactly-solvable Liouville conformal field theory [2]. This makes it possible to use

the non-Lagrangian conformal bootstrap rather than the path integral to define quantum

gravity coupled to conformal matter.
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A simpler version of the problem is encountered in defining the Euclidean worldsheet

path integral of critical bosonic string theory in 26-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. The

path integral for the timelike boson has a wrong-sign kinetic term and is ill-defined. It

is nevertheless Gaussian. One can define it first for the spacelike boson with the right-

sign kinetic term to compute all correlations and then analytically continue the result

to the physical Minkowski energy. The analytic continuation is greatly simplified by the

fact that (spacetime) energy is conserved as a consequence of the shift symmetry of the

free timelike boson. However, even in this simple case, the analytic continuation of the

integrated correlations is subtle and requires a proper ‘iε prescription’ to make sense of the

resulting worldsheet integrals [3, 4].

The timelike boson of the critical string could be thought of as the Liouville mode

of worldsheet gravity [5] coupled to non-critical matter of 25 spacelike bosons with the

cosmological constant set to zero. With the addition of the cosmological constant, one

obtains a non-trivial interacting quantum field theory with a non-polynomial, exponential

interaction. The action is no longer shift-symmetric and energy is no longer conserved.

This makes the problem of analytic continuation much more severe already at the level of

the unintegrated correlation functions. One can hope that this solvable model is neverthe-

less tractable and holds some general lessons that can be extended to higher-dimensional

gravity.

With this perspective, we consider timelike Liouville theory coupled to supercriti-

cal matter. Timelike Liouville theory as a conformal field theory is by now well under-

stood [6–11]. The spectrum of operators and structure constants that satisfy the bootstrap

equations are known. The path integral corresponding to the three-point function com-

puted from the bootstrap has been studied in [12, 13]. To construct the corresponding

quantum theory of gravity we need to impose diffeomorphism invariance after coupling the

Liouville theory to matter. Our guiding principles are BRST invariance to implement the

gauge symmetry, a no-ghost theorem to ensure positive norm for physical states, and a

proper analytic continuation of correlations that ensures crossing symmetry. Consistent

with these physical requirements, we propose a definition of Euclidean quantum gravity on

a 2-sphere, or equivalently on a plane, with a non-zero positive cosmological constant.

We do not consider higher genus Riemann surfaces and the issue of possible tachyonic

divergences at higher loops. Nor do we analyze the question of the iε prescription for

integrated correlations. These problems are left for the future. We summarize below our

two main results.

1. A no-ghost theorem for the states in the BRST cohomology

We compute the BRST cohomology by generalizing the derivation in [14] to include

a timelike Coulomb gas boson. Hermiticity of the matter sector and the presence

of the cosmological term truncate the cohomology further to a subset. We prove

the no-ghost theorem by showing that all states in this physical Hilbert space have

positive norm.
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2. Crossing-symmetric correlations for all physical energies

The physical spectrum of ghost-free BRST-invariant states allows for both real and

imaginary Liouville energy. This is larger than the spectrum used in the conformal

bootstrap [10] which includes only imaginary energies. It is necessary to find a proper

analytic continuation so that four-point functions can be defined for all physical ener-

gies. A key new ingredient in our analysis is the observation that for a physically sen-

sible theory it is not necessary to identify the external and internal spectra. We show

that the four-point function constructed by gluing the timelike three-point functions

is well defined and crossing symmetric with the choice of the Ribault-Santachiara con-

tour for the internal energy for all physical states in the BRST cohomology. Crossing

symmetry follows from the numerical analysis performed by Ribault and Santachiara.

Our unusual prescription for the analytic continuation is inspired by recent work in

string field theory [4, 16, 17]. One of the features of string field theory scattering amplitudes

is that the vertices in momentum space are exponentially damped for Euclidean energies,

reflecting the soft ultraviolet behavior of strings. This implies though that vertices make an

exponentially growing contribution to the contour at infinity for real energy. As a result, the

integration contour along the imaginary energy axis cannot be analytically Wick-rotated to

a contour along the real energy axis. One can nevertheless perform an analytic continuation

by analytically-deforming the contour appropriately to avoid poles but holding the ends

at imaginary infinity fixed without rotating the whole contour. This prescription for the

analytic continuation has been shown to yield physically sensible results in string field

theory and can also be used consistently for standard QFTs [16–21].

In Liouville theory one encounters a similar problem already at tree level for the uninte-

grated correlation functions because the timelike three-point function [6–9] and conformal

blocks exhibit exponential growth in regions of the complex energy plane corresponding

to large negative conformal dimensions. Examination of the poles in the integrand for the

four-point correlation function reveals a simplification compared to string field theory in

that the poles in fact do not depend on the external states and do not move as the exter-

nal energies are analytically continued. Consequently, it is not even necessary to deform

the contour of integration to analytically continue the answer. Using the numerical code

released with [10] we have explicitly checked that the resulting four-point functions are

indeed well defined and crossing symmetric for all physical energies. This is one of our

main conclusions.

Our results obtained for a Euclidean worldsheet with a spherical topology may have

implications for the de Sitter spacetime if one can analytically continue the worldsheet time

to obtain Lorentzian signature on base space. Two-dimensional de Sitter-like solutions can

be used as models for expanding cosmologies [22–24]. It was shown in [23, 24] that inclusion

of nonlocal quantum corrections modifies the barotropic index of vacuum energy. This

leads to the dilution of vacuum energy that is consistent with momentum conservation and

slows down the de Sitter expansion. This interesting mechanism depends on a choice of the

initial vacuum and a particular choice of the ‘physical’ metric. In general, there is no single

choice of the metric for renormalizing all operators in the effective action that is mutually
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local, because of the gravitational dressings. It is a rather subtle question to determine

which metric and which vacuum should be regarded as physical. The semiclassical limit of

Liouville gravity that we construct in this paper can perhaps shed some light on these issues.

Earlier work on two-dimensional gravity using matrix models concerns spacelike Liou-

ville theory coupled to subcritical matter. Since spacelike Liouville theory has the right-sign

kinetic term, it is not quite like the Weyl factor of the metric in higher-dimensional gravity.

Another advantage of timelike Liouville theory is that it admits a semiclassical limit with

unitary matter, which is amenable to a path integral treatment [12, 13]. In these respects

timelike Liouville theory coupled to unitary matter is a better model for higher-dimensional

gravity.

Another motivation for the present work is the AdS/CFT correspondence. If one

wishes to extend holography beyond the large N classical gravity limit, it is necessary to

be able to define the path integral of supergravity in the bulk-AdS spacetime. It has been

possible to apply localization techniques to the formal supergravity path integral in bulk

AdS to compute finite N or finite Planck length effects corresponding to genuine quantum

gravity corrections. Localization often reduces the path integral to a finite integral. To

obtain sensible answers in agreement with the boundary CFT , it is necessary to rotate the

contour of integration for the zero mode of the Weyl factor of the metric [25–27] in the final

stages of the computation.1It would be more satisfactory to have an a priori definition of

the supergravity path integral which can justify such an analytic continuation from first

principles. An advantage of the holographic setup is that comparison with the boundary

CFT can be used as an independent check for the answer. To discuss an asymptotically AdS

worldsheet, it would be necessary to extend our results to worldsheets with a boundary.

This is an interesting problem for the future.

One can analyze the timelike Liouville theory using minisuperspace analysis [28–33].

In particular, one may hope to compute the spectrum and correlation functions of light

states from the minisuperspace wave functions. However, this analysis is plagued with

difficulties and we were not able to draw any clear conclusions. We review some of the

issues in appendix C and describe our analysis briefly in appendix B and at more length

in [15]. Given these difficulties, we renounce the minisuperspace altogether and use BRST

invariance and crossing symmetry as our guiding principles.

The outline of the paper is as follows. We review generalities about Liouville field

theory in section 2 and the conformal field theory of timelike Liouville in section 3. In

section 4 we present a derivation of the BRST cohomology for timelike Liouville theory

coupled to D ≥ 25 free bosons and prove the no-ghost theorem. In section 5 we present

the prescription for defining the correlation functions explaining the analogy with string

field theory (which is reviewed briefly in appendix D). We conclude in section 6 with a

discussion of possible extensions. Finally, few comments on the minisuperspace analysis

are given in appendix B and a brief history of timelike Liouville is provided in appendix C.

1For example, in the context of AdS2/CFT1 holography, the Hardy-Ramanujan-Rademacher expansion

of the quantum degeneracies of the black hole from the boundary involves generalized Bessel functions.

Localization in the bulk reproduces the correct Bessel integral but the correct Bessel contour corresponds

to rotating the integration over the zero mode of the Weyl factor from the real axis to the imaginary

axis [26].
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2 Quantum gravity in two dimensions

Our starting point is the path integral for the two-dimensional Euclidean metric gµν coupled

to D free scalar fields {Y I} with central charge cm = D:

Z =

∫
1

Vdiff
Dgµν DY I e−Sm[g,Y I ]−Sg [g] , (2.1)

where Vdiff is the volume of the diffeomorphism group. The matter action is given by

Sm =
1

4π

D∑
I=1

∫
d2x
√
g gµν∇µY I ∇νY I , (2.2)

and the classical gravitational action is given by

Sg =
1

4π

∫
d2x
√
g R[g] + µ0

∫
d2x
√
g (2.3)

where µ0 is the bare cosmological constant. The Einstein-Hilbert term is topological and

will play no role since we will restrict ourselves to the spherical topology. Our goal is to

make sense of this path integral.

2.1 Generalities about Liouville gravity

It is convenient to introduce a Weyl compensator Ω(x) and a fiducial metric ḡµν(x) to write

gµν(x) = e2Ω(x)ḡµν(x) . (2.4)

This split is arbitrary and the metric is clearly invariant under a ‘fiducial Weyl transfor-

mation’

ḡµν → ḡµν e2σ(x) and Ω(x)→ Ω(x)− σ(x) . (2.5)

We have effectively introduced a new scalar degree of freedom but at the same time we

have enlarged the gauge symmetry so that the classical dynamics does not change. Fadeev-

Popov gauge fixing of the gravitational measure yields

1

Vdiff
Dgµν = DΩD(b, c) e−Sgh[g,b,c] (2.6)

where the ghost action reads

Sgh[g, b, c] =
1

4π

∫
d2x
√
g bµν

[
2∇(µcν) − gµν∇ρcρ

]
. (2.7)

Note that the cosmological constant is dimensionful and the original theory is not

invariant under the Weyl transformations of the physical metric. The action for matter

and ghosts on the other hand is Weyl invariant, S[g, Y I , b, c] = S[ḡ, Y I , b, c], but their

measure is not. The anomalous Weyl variations of the measures can be deduced from the

Weyl anomaly [2]:

DY I = e−
cm
6
SWZ [ḡ,Ω]DY I , (2.8)

D(b, c) = e−
cgh
6
SWZ [ḡ,Ω]D(b, c) , cgh = −26, (2.9)

– 5 –
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where

SWZ [ḡ,Ω] =
1

4π

∫
d2x
√
ḡ
[
−(∇Ω)2 − R̄Ω

]
(2.10)

is the Wess-Zumino action corresponding to the Weyl anomaly. The bar over the measure

indicates that it is defined with respect to the fiducial metric, for example, using the norm

(δY, δY ) =

∫
d2x
√
ḡ δY (x) δY (x) . (2.11)

The path integral then factorizes as Z = Zm Zgh ZΩ with

Zm =

∫
DY I e−Sm[ḡ,Y I ] , Zgh =

∫
D(b, c) e−Sgh[ḡ,b,c] , ZΩ =

∫
DΩ e

cL
6
SL[ḡ,Ω] , (2.12)

where

SL[ḡ,Ω] =
1

4π

∫
d2x
√
ḡ
[
−(∇Ω)2 − R̄Ω + 4πµ e2Ω

]
(2.13)

is the classical Liouville action with the renormalized cosmological constant µ, and the

classical central charge cL given by

cL := −6q2 := 26− cm . (2.14)

The measure DΩ for the Weyl factor is still defined with respect to the physical metric

and is invariant under fiducial Weyl transformations. It is well known that one can convert

it to the canonical measure DΩ that is invariant under field translations. The only effect of

the change of measure is to renormalize the Liouville action in a manner that is invariant

under the fiducial Weyl symmetry [34–38]. By further rescaling χ = qΩ we obtain the

canonically-normalized action

StL[ḡ, χ] =
1

4π

∫
d2x
√
ḡ
[
−(∇χ)2 − qR̄χ+ 4πµ e2βχ

]
. (2.15)

Because the kinetic term has a wrong-sign, we refer to this action as timelike Liouville. We

have assumed q is real, so the rescaling does not change the sign of the kinetic term. The

unknown parameter β will be determined shortly.

A well-known and remarkable fact is that the Liouville field behaves like a free field for

the purposes of renormalization [37, 38]. Thus, the classical central charge (2.14) receives

an additional quantum contribution from the Liouville field as if for a free scalar field:

cL := 1− 6q2 . (2.16)

For q real we have cL ≤ 1. Moreover, free-field normal ordering removes all ultraviolet

divergences. In particular, the dimension of the composite exponential operator is, as for

a free field with background charge:

∆
(
e2βχ

)
= β(q + β) . (2.17)

The requirement of invariance under the fiducial Weyl invariance then implies

q =
1

β
− β , (2.18)

where the second piece can be interpreted as a quantum correction to the classical value

q = β−1.

– 6 –
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2.2 BRST quantization

The net result of the introduction of the Weyl compensator and the gauge fixing is that

both the matter and the gravity sectors are now described by a (fiducial)-Weyl-invariant

action with canonical measure. Ghosts and matter are free theories and they can be

dealt with as in critical string theory. For timelike Liouville, we need to make sense of

the quantum theory that corresponds to the Liouville path integral above with canonical

measure and q ∈ R, that is, when cL ≤ 1 or cm ≥ 25 taking into account the quantum

correction in (2.16) and (2.19).

Diffeomorphism invariance of the theory in the original field variables {gµν} is now

equivalent to diffeomorphism plus fiducial Weyl invariance in the new variables {ḡµν ,Ω}.
For a diffeomorphism invariant theory, Weyl invariance is equivalent to conformal invari-

ance. Our construction using the bootstrap will be manifestly conformally invariant. To

implement diffeomorphism invariance, we use BRST quantization. The BRST quantiza-

tion of this theory is similar to the BRST quantization of the critical string or of two-

dimensional gravity corresponding to spacelike Liouville coupled to subcritical matter.

There is extensive literature on the topic which can be easily adapted to the case at hand

of two-dimensional gravity corresponding to timelike Liouville coupled to supercritical mat-

ter. We review the relevant background in section 4. The BRST operator QB is nilpotent

iff the total central charge vanishes as in the case of critical string theory. This implies

cm − 26 + 1− 6q2 = 0 , or q2 :=
cm − 25

6
. (2.19)

Given a nilpotent BRST operator, there are two steps to construct a gauge-invariant

two-dimensional gravity. We first need to determine the gauge-invariant spectrum of phys-

ical operators and prove a no-ghost theorem for the operators in the BRST cohomology.

This is described in section 4. We then need to give a prescription to compute correlation

functions for all these operators. In flat fiducial metric, the integrated BRST-invariant

operators are of the form

V(α, k) =

∫
d2z Vα(z, z̄)Vm(z, z̄; k), (2.20)

where Vm and Vα are respectively operators in the matter and Liouville sectors with quan-

tum numbers k and α. Correlations in the matter sector are straightforward for free scalars.

Computation of the correlation functions in the Liouville sector can be achieved using con-

formal bootstrap and after an appropriate analytic continuation as discussed in section 3.3

and section 5.

We comment briefly on the role of the b, c ghosts since the vertex operators above are

defined without any c ghosts. The states in the BRST cohomology are naturally expressed

as unintegrated operators on the | ↓〉 ghost vacuum, which is equivalent to the traditional

c̄(z̄)c(z) insertion. If all vertex operators are given in this representation, the amplitude is

obtained by integrating over the marked moduli space of genus-g Riemann surfaces with n

punctures [39]. The definition of the measure includes some b-ghost insertions required to

soak up the zero-modes. In the case of the sphere, combining them with all but three c-ghost

– 7 –
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insertions leads to the standard formulation of amplitudes in critical string theory. These

remaining ghosts arise from the gauge fixing of SL(2,C). Hence, with the no-ghost theorem

proven in section 4.3, all ghosts which appear are related to the measure of integration over

the moduli space and not to negative-norm states.

2.3 Timelike versus spacelike Liouville

One can allow the parameter q to be complex to explore the parameter space. From the

perspective of the path integral for two-dimensional gravity it is natural to require that in

appropriate real field variables the action be real. This singles out two regimes which we

refer to as timelike and spacelike Liouville2using the target space terminology3of critical

strings:

1. Timelike: cL ≤ 1 and q, β ∈ R.

2. Spacelike: cL ≥ 25 and q, β ∈ iR.

We refer to the corresponding regimes of gravity as ‘timelike gravity’ and ‘spacelike gravity’.

For q pure imaginary, the action (2.15) can be made pure real by an ‘analytic continuation’:

φ = iχ, Q = iq, b = −iβ , (2.21)

to obtain the canonical spacelike Liouville action

SsL[ḡ, φ] =
1

4π

∫
d2x
√
ḡ
[
(∇̄φ)2 +QR̄φ+ 4πµ e2bφ

]
. (2.22)

This action describes a Coulomb gas with background charge Q deformed by the exponen-

tial interaction corresponding to the cosmological constant, with

Q =
1

b
+ b (2.23)

to ensure that the cosmological constant operator has conformal dimension (1, 1). The

central charge is

cL = 1 + 6Q2 ≥ 25 or Q ≥ 2 . (2.24)

The regime cL ∈ (1, 25) and Q ∈ (0, 2) is also possible from the point of the CFT but

requires complex b and we do not consider it here.

One can rewrite the timelike action (2.15) by rescaling χ → qχ so that there is an

overall factor of q2 which can then be interpreted as 1/~. Similar rescaling for the spacelike

theory tells us that the semiclassical limit in the two regimes corresponds to

q � 1 and Q� 1 . (2.25)

2From the CFT perspective, one may relax the requirement of reality of the action and regard the

spacelike kinetic term with cL ≤ 1 and the timelike kinetic with cL ≥ 25 as two additional independent

possibilities [10].
3Even though our main motivation is 2d-gravity in its own right, the target space interpretation may have

interesting applications, for example, in the context of supercritical string theory or S-branes [28, 30, 40].

– 8 –
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The parameters β and b are sometimes referred to as the Liouville coupling constants. We

equivalently define the semiclassical limit as

β � 1 and b� 1 . (2.26)

While the näıve analytic continuation (2.21) at the level of the classical action is

straightforward, it is far from clear how to analytically continue the integration cycle in

the field space for the corresponding path integral. Generically, one would expect that the

two semiclassical regimes could be separated by Stokes lines [12]. Indeed, this is the crux

of the matter and has been the source of much of the difficulties in defining the timelike

Liouville theory. One of our main results is to obtain a definition of the timelike quantum

gravity using conformal bootstrap and BRST invariance which would agree with the path

integral defined using the action (2.15) in the semiclassical regime. We obtain a physically-

sensible definition for timelike gravity; however it cannot be obtained by a näıve analytic

continuation from spacelike gravity.

3 Liouville conformal field theory

In the conformally-flat gauge, the line element is

ḡµνdxµdxν = |dz|2 . (3.1)

The timelike Liouville action (2.15) takes the form4

StL[χ] =
1

2π

∫
d2z

[
−∂χ∂̄χ+ πµ e2βχ

]
. (3.2)

The equation of motion is

∂∂̄χ = −πµβ e2βχ . (3.3)

The holomorphic momentum tensor is

T (z) = (∂χ)2 − q ∂2χ , (3.4)

which can be derived from the covariant form of the action (2.15). This corresponds to the

momentum tensor of a Coulomb gas and shows that the Liouville theory is indeed a CFT

(up to redundant operators which vanish upon using equations of motion). The Liouville

action is invariant under diffeomorphisms but shifts under the fiducial Weyl transforma-

tions by a field independent term. The equations of motion are therefore invariant under

conformal transformations

z′ = w(z) and χ′(z′, z̄′) = χ(z, z̄)− q

2
log

(
∂w

∂z

∂w̄

∂z̄

)
, (3.5)

which can be thought of as a diffeomorphism of the flat space combined with a fiducial

Weyl transformation. The latter brings the fiducial metric back to the flat metric as in the

conformal gauge (3.1).

4In this gauge, one must regulate the theory by restricting the plane to a finite disk with the radius as

the IR regulator [12]. This introduces boundary terms in the action which we omit for simplicity.
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In what follows, we treat Liouville conformal field theory using the non-Lagrangian

conformal bootstrap approach to construct a theory whose semiclassical limit corresponds

to the path integral defined using the action above.

3.1 Conformal bootstrap for Liouville

Within the framework of the BPZ conformal bootstrap [41] a conformal field theory is

completely specified by the spectrum of primary operators and their three-point struc-

ture constants satisfying the crossing symmetry constraints. Within this framework, the

quantum Liouville theory can be defined axiomatically by the following two requirements:5

1. The spectrum of dimensions ∆ ∈ R is continuous. For each dimension, the mul-

tiplicity of the Virasoro representation is either one or zero. That is, for a given

dimension, either there is exactly one primary field or none. It is convenient to label

the primary fields by the ‘Liouville charge’ which we denote by α for timelike Liou-

ville and a for spacelike Liouville (α, a ∈ C) with α = ia under the näıve analytic

continuation (2.21). The spectrum of primary operators is correspondingly denoted

by {Vα} and {Va} as we describe in more detail in the next subsection.

2. The correlation functions are meromorphic functions of the external Liouville charges

and the Liouville coupling constant. We denote the three-point structure constants

by Ĉ(α1, α2, α3) and C(a1, a2, a3) respectively for timelike and spacelike Liouville

with an implicit dependence on the couplings β and b.

The operator product expansion (OPE) for timelike Liouville takes the form

Vα1(z)Vα2(w) ∼
∑

α3∈Sint

Ĉα3
α1,α2

|z − w|2(∆1+∆2−∆3)

∑
N∈N
|z − w|2NL−NVα3(w) , (3.6)

where the sum over N generates the descendants of Vα3 . Sint will be called the spectrum of

internal states or internal spectrum for reasons that will become clear later, and includes

all primary states which can appear in the sum for any α1 and α2.6Using the OPE, any

n-point correlation function can be rewritten in terms of lower-order correlation functions.

Since the OPE coefficients Ĉα3
α1,α2

are related to the two-point and three-point functions,

the decomposition stops once the n-point function is expressed in terms of the structure

constants.

An n-point correlation function of n vertex operators on the sphere for the timelike

theory has the form

Cn(z1, α1; . . . ; zn, αn) =

〈
n∏
i=1

Vαi(zi)

〉
. (3.7)

Associativity of the OPE implies crossing symmetry constraints: an n-point function can

be decomposed in many different channels, all of which should yield the same result. In

5See [42–46] for reviews. The cL ≥ 25 theory has been constructed also using probabilistic meth-

ods [47–49].
6Note that in general, α1 or α2 need not belong to Sint. We make a distinction between the external

states and the internal states which will be important in our later discussion.
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particular, the crossing symmetry constraint for the four-point function can be represented

schematically as the equality between the ‘s-channel’ and the ‘t-channel’:

∑
αs∈Sint

=
∑

αt∈Sint

(3.8)

These are a highly restrictive infinite set of integral constraints on the structure constants

and on the allowed internal spectrum.

The idea of the conformal bootstrap is to exploit these constraints to ‘solve’ the theory

by determining the structure constants completely with some additional physical restric-

tions on the spectrum as (1) above, and requirements of analyticity or meromorphicity on

the correlation functions as (2). An impressive achievement of the conformal bootstrap has

been to find a completely explicit analytic expression for the structure constants for both

the spacelike and timelike regimes subject to these axiomatic requirements and show that

they are unique. The spacelike structure constants C(a1, a2, a3) are given by the Dorn-

Otto-Zamolodchikov-Zamolodchikov (DOZZ) formula [50, 51] (see [42, 44, 46, 52] for more

discussions). The timelike structure constants Ĉ(α1, α2, α3) were obtained in [6–9, 31]

(important insights were also provided in [12, 13]). Since the correlation functions are

meromorphic functions of the Liouville coupling, it is natural to analytically continue Li-

ouville theory for any complex central charge cL ∈ C [10]. It may appear then that it is

possible to simply analytically continue spacelike Liouville into timelike Liouville [28–31].

This however is not true [6, 32, 33] as we explain below.

A key ingredient in solving Liouville theory in the axiomatic framework are Teschner’s

difference relations [44, 52], also called degenerate relations. These are a special case

of the crossing relations where one of the external operators is a degenerate field. The

general crossing symmetry constraints (3.8) form an infinite set of integral equations that

are quadratic in the structure constants. It is practically impossible to solve them in this

form. However, these equations simplify enormously and become tractable if one of the

external fields in the four-point function is taken to be a degenerate field of the Virasoro

algebra. The OPE with a degenerate field involves only a finite number of terms in the r.h.s.

of (3.6) and as a result the crossing constraints reduce to effectively linear shift relations.

In particular, considering the two simplest degenerate fields leads to (schematically):

Ĉ (α1, α2, α3 ± β) = F̂ (β, {αi}) Ĉ(α1, α2, α3) , (3.9)

and a second identical equation but with β replaced by 1/β, which is a consequence of the

β → 1/β symmetry of the theory. F̂ (β, {αi}) is a known function involving ratios of the

Euler gamma function. These degenerate crossing relations are already highly restrictive

even though they are only a subset of the full set of crossing relations. In fact, they

determine the structure constants completely for real β by the following argument. A
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repeated application of Teschner relations results in a shift of α3 by a number mβ/2+n/2β

with m,n ∈ Z. This is dense in R in that any real number can be approximated well enough

by an appropriate choice of m and n because 1/β and β are generically incommensurable.

This makes it plausible that the structure constants can be uniquely determined for any

value of α3 ∈ R by using these discrete difference relations. Then one can analytically

continue to complex α3. A similar argument applies for the spacelike structure constants.

If one analytically continues β (or b) to the complex plane away from the real line,

then β and 1/β are no longer collinear in the complex plane and the argument above does

not work. In this case, the solution to the difference relations is ambiguous up to an elliptic

function that is doubly periodic under shifts by β/2 and 1/2β. Consequently, the analytic

continuations of Ĉ(α1, α2, α3) and C(a1, a2, a3) in the complex plane away from the real

and imaginary axis can and do differ from each other by a doubly periodic function [6, 12].

Schematically, one finds

Ĉ(a1, a2, a3) = H({ai}, b)C(a1, a2, a3) (3.10)

where H is a known elliptic meromorphic function which has poles for purely imaginary

b and hence one cannot reach it analytically from purely real b. Thus, even though one

can analytically continue the Teschner relations, the structure constants Ĉ(α1, α2, α3) and

C(a1, a2, a3) obtained as solutions of these equations are distinct and are not analytic

continuations of each other.

Even though the degenerate crossing relations determine the structure constants

uniquely, to define a consistent theory it is necessary to show that even the full crossing

relations are satisfied for all choices of Liouville charges. This cannot be done analytically

except for cL ≥ 25 [42, 53] and cL = 1 [54], but in the impressive work of [10] Ribault and

Santachiara developed a code to check it numerically for generic cL ∈ C.

With these general considerations, in the next two subsections we review the spectrum

and the correlation functions of timelike Liouville theory as determined from bootstrap.

We closely follow the conventions and presentation of [10, 46]. However, our perspective

differs in two important respects.

• First, as explained above, we regard the timelike and spacelike Liouville theories to

be physically distinct, defined respectively by the ranges cL ≤ 1 and cL ≥ 25 with

real action. Thus our terminology is slightly different from [10].

• Second, and more importantly, we make a distinction between the spectrum of ex-

ternal and internal states as we explain in the next subsection. This point of view is

more natural from the perspective of quantum gravity.

Before moving on, we add a comment on the bootstrap constraints at higher genus.

On a higher-genus Riemann surface, inserting the resolution of the identity on a non-trivial

cycle is equivalent to splitting the surface into two pieces with one additional state for each

piece. Demanding equality between the original expression and the one with the identity

inserted leads to what are known as the modular bootstrap constraints. In general, a theory

is consistent on any genus-g Riemann surface if the four-point function on the sphere is
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crossing symmetric and if the one-point function on the torus is modular covariant for all

states in the internal spectrum [55]. It has been shown that the Liouville theory [10, 56]

is a consistent theory even after taking into account these modular bootstrap constraints

because the one-point function on the torus can be related to the four-point function on

the sphere.

3.2 On the spectrum

In this subsection, we start by reviewing the usual parametrizations for the Liouville charges

and the preliminary constraints on these obtained by simple considerations of reality and

unitarity. We then present a crucial distinction between the internal and external spectra

that is an important and novel outcome of our analysis. Even though we are primarily

interested in the timelike Liouville theory, we first discuss the spacelike Liouville theory

because it is better known and also better understood from the perspectives of both the

conformal bootstrap and minisuperspace quantization.

The charges and the dimensions of the primary fields {Va} of spacelike Liouville can

be parametrized as

a =
Q

2
+ ip, ∆a = a(Q− a) =

Q2

4
+ p2 =: ∆p , (3.11)

where a is the Liouville charge under the U(1) current J = i∂φ. Since the current is

anomalous, the charge a on the plane is related to the momentum p in the cylinder as

above. We refer to p as the Liouville momentum. When Q is zero, it corresponds to the

spacelike momentum in target space; in the minisuperspace quantization on the cylinder

it corresponds to the asymptotic momentum away from the Liouville wall.

To make contact with the Lagrangian approach, we note that the primary fields are in

one-to-one correspondence with the exponential vertex operators with anomalous dimen-

sion given by the free Coulomb gas:

Va = e2aφ , ∆a = a(Q− a) . (3.12)

Since cL ≥ 25 for the spacelike regime, unitarity is a sensible assumption and consistency

is confirmed by the bootstrap. Unitarity implies that the conformal dimensions must be

positive, which leads to two possible ranges for the spacelike momentum shown in figure 1:

1. Real momentum p ∈ R, shown in blue.

2. Imaginary momentum such that a ∈ [0, Q], shown in orange.7

The expression for the conformal dimensions (3.11) is invariant under a → Q − a, or

equivalently under p → −p. Since the first axiom of Liouville theory about the spectrum

requires that the spectrum be nondegenerate, the operators Va and VQ−a must be related.

7For cL ≥ 25, the theory is unitary, which means the identity is the unique operator with ∆ = 0. Thus

the operator with a = 0 must be identified with it. Even though it is not part of the internal spectrum,

the associated state perfectly makes sense from the point of view of representation theory or as an external

state.
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<latexit sha1_base64="OgbM7UAMpmA+WCzwbL5I8RffKu4=">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</latexit>

a =
Q

2
+ ip

a 2 [0, Q]
<latexit sha1_base64="UXMVaD1sEXb97LL8PuNphgXFrV4=">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</latexit>

(a) Charge plane

0
<latexit sha1_base64="idhSOnHYQrvUdIFHG0GSr0pFRWU=">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</latexit>

Q2

4
<latexit sha1_base64="2zKKEfltsNC8c5ReF1KuXKWhH3s=">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</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="yoK1PONroH0wqOUUxscX/iDyGTQ=">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</latexit>

p 2 R
<latexit sha1_base64="OgbM7UAMpmA+WCzwbL5I8RffKu4=">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</latexit>

a 2 [0, Q]
<latexit sha1_base64="UXMVaD1sEXb97LL8PuNphgXFrV4=">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</latexit>

(b) Conformal dimension plane

Figure 1. Two branches for the spacelike Liouville charge a, and the corresponding conformal

dimensions ∆a. Because of the reflection the ranges are halved to a ∈ [0, Q/2] and p ≥ 0.

It is well known that the two can be identified inside correlation functions up to a ‘reflection

coefficient’ R(a) by

Va = R(a)VQ−a , R(a)R(Q− a) = 1 . (3.13)

This implies that the range of a has to be halved, restricting the orange branch to a ∈
[0, Q/2] or p ≥ 0 for the blue branch. In the minisuperspace quantization, the halving of

the spectrum can be understood as a consequence of the exponential potential wall. This

potential wall reflects an ‘incoming’ momentum p into an ‘outgoing’ momentum −p, so that

a momentum state is only labelled by the norm of the momentum. With this identification,

the two-point function can be completely diagonalized.

For timelike Liouville, the charges and the dimensions of the primary fields {Vα} can

be parametrized as

α = −q
2

+ iE , ∆α = α(q + α) = −q
2

4
− E2 =: ∆E . (3.14)

Throughout this paper, we use the terminology Liouville energy E and Liouville momentum

p for timelike and spacelike Liouville respectively. Now, the primary fields are in one-to-one

correspondence with the exponential vertex operators with free Coulomb gas anomalous

dimensions given by

Vα = e2αχ , ∆α = α(q + α) , (3.15)

where α is the Liouville charge on the plane under the U(1) current J = −i∂χ, whose

anomaly relates it to the Liouville energy E on the cylinder as above.

For timelike Liouville, unitarity is no longer a sensible criterion and the conformal

dimensions need no longer be positive. We only require that the conformal dimensions be

real. This implies that either E ∈ R or E ∈ iR, with the conformal dimensions bounded

respectively from above or below by −q2/4. This leads to two possible ranges for the charge

shown in figure 2:

1. Real energy E ∈ R, shown in red.

2. Imaginary energy E ∈ iR, shown in green.
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Figure 2. Two branches of the timelike Liouville charge α and the corresponding conformal

dimensions ∆E . Because of the reflection, the ranges are halved to E ≥ 0 and E ∈ i[0,∞).

The expression for the conformal dimensions (3.14) is now invariant under α→ −q−α,

or equivalently under E → −E. By the same reasoning as in the spacelike case, Vα and

V−q−α can be identified inside correlation functions up to a ‘reflection coefficient’ R(α) by

Vα = R(α)V−q−α , R(α)R(−q − α) = 1 . (3.16)

This means that the range of E is again halved, restricting to E ≥ 0 for the red branch,

or E ∈ iR+ for the green one.

To define timelike gravity, we first need to determine the BRST cohomology.8The

resulting physical spectrum need not include all the states on the red and green branches

as allowed by the above considerations. Second, we need to define the correlation functions

for these physical states. These two questions naturally lead to an important distinction

between external and internal states as we explain in the next subsections. We summarize

here the main conclusions:

• External states Sext: these are the gauge-invariant states in the ghost-free BRST

cohomology of the theory. We will find that their Liouville energies are a subset of

R ∪ iR.

• Internal states Sint: these are the states that appear in the internal energy integrals

of correlators. They can be identified with the spectrum appearing in the OPE

expansion, and are determined by requiring a convergent and crossing-symmetric

four-point function. We will find that their Liouville energies belong to a subset

of iR.

It may be surprising at first that Sint does not include all the states that belong to Sext.

One would surely like to define correlation functions for all external states in the gauge-

invariant spectrum of the theory. However, as we explain in section 3.3, the four-point

function diverges when E ∈ R for the internal states, as a consequence of the behavior

of the integrand for large negative conformal dimension (E → ±∞). One could try to

8The difficulties arising in the minisuperspace approximation are reviewed in appendix B.
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consider only a finite interval, but there is no first principle to determine the bound. The

only natural solution would have been the presence of a conservation law as for free scalars,

but the U(1) invariance is broken by the background charge. An unavoidable consequence

of these facts is that Sint cannot include states with real Liouville energies if we wish to

obtain well-defined correlations. We adopt the point of view that the role of the bootstrap

is to determine the minimal spectrum of internal states necessary to be able construct all

physical correlation functions. It is possible, and is indeed true in the present case, that

the correlation functions defined with a set of internal states make sense for a larger set of

states.9In fact, the definition of the internal spectrum is somewhat fuzzy while considering

a continuous spectrum since the integral over the states can be deformed as long as no

singularity is encountered. These two facts are of prime importance to define Liouville

theory [10, 46] even at the level of the conformal field theory, as we clarify in the following

two points.

• First, to obtain the difference relations of the structure constants it is necessary

to use degenerate external states, even though degenerate states do not belong to

the original set of internal or external states. We stress that a state Vα with ∆α

equal to the dimension of a degenerate state is generically not identified with the

corresponding degenerate state. The Verma module generated by Vα is in general a

different representation than the one generated by the degenerate state. Thus, using

degenerate fields for deriving Teschner’s relations amounts to extending both the

internal and external spectra to consider more general OPE. If the formulas derived

with this extended spectrum make sense for the original set of states, for example,

for the structure constants, then one can consider the theory only for the restricted

set of states. This is the sense in which axiom 3.1 in [46] should be interpreted.

• Second, even if one wants to identify the external spectrum with the internal one as

in [10], the internal spectrum (3.22) needs to be slightly deformed in the complex

plane anyway in order to get a convergent four-point function when cL ≤ 1. Any

other analytic continuation of the contour yields the same results as long as no poles

is encountered.

Even in quantum field theory or string field theory, the physical objects are S-matrix

elements as functions of external momenta. The description in terms of Feynman diagrams

and internal states is convenient but not essential. The internal states as such are not

observable. Asking if they are identical to the external states is not really a well-posed

question. From this perspective, there is no conceptual mystery if Sint and Sext are distinct

as long as one can obtain sensible expressions for all physical quantities. Indeed, this is

how things work in string field theory as we elaborate on in appendix D. The heuristic

idea there is that as long as external energies are finite, it is not necessary to analytically

Wick rotate at infinity. It is sufficient to analytically deform the contour to avoid potential

poles as external energies are analytically continued. One can thus prove Cutkosky rules

9This type of reasoning can also be used to interpret the results from [57, 58] for constructing the Gibbs

measure of a Gaussian random field.
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without explicitly talking about the internal states [16, 20]. We do not have the constraints

from Cutkosky rules in the present context but crossing symmetry is an analog which is

similarly restrictive.

3.3 Correlation functions

We first review the two-point and the three-point functions. We then discuss the four-point

functions with the view to determine the spectrum Sint of internal states.

Two-point function. The vertex operators {Vα} can be normalized so that the two-

point function takes the form [12, 46]

C2(z1, α1; z2, α2) =
1

|z1 − z2|4∆α1

(
δ(q + α1 + α2) +R(α1) δ(α1 − α2)

)
. (3.17)

The dependence in z1 and z2 is completely fixed by global conformal invariance. The

presence of the reflection coefficient R(α) in (3.17) is due to the reflection-invariance of

the two-point function. The reflection coefficient can be computed by considering the

four-point function of two degenerate fields [12, 46] and reads

R(α) = −
(

eiπ

−πµ γ(−β2)

) q+2α
β Γ

(
β(−q − 2α)

)
Γ
(
β−1(q + 2α)

)
Γ
(
β(q + 2α)

)
Γ
(
β−1(−q − 2α)

) , (3.18)

with γ(x) = Γ(x)/Γ(1−x). The two-point function has a well-defined analytic continuation

in β and in α. In particular, the normalization chosen here is an analytic continuation of

the normalization for spacelike Liouville.

Three-point function. Conformal invariance fixes the form of the three-point function

to be

C3(z1, α1; z2, α2; z3, α3) =
Ĉα1,α2,α3

|z1 − z2|2(∆1+∆2−∆3)|z2 − z3|2(∆2+∆3−∆1)|z3 − z1|2(∆3+∆1−∆2)
,

(3.19)

where Ĉα1,α2,α3 := Ĉ(α1, α2, α3) are the structure constants of the theory. They are

given by10

Ĉα1,α2,α3 =

(
eiπ

−β2+2β2 πµ γ(−β2)

) q+α
β Υβ(β − q − α)

Υβ(β)

3∏
i=1

Υβ(β + 2αi − α)

Υβ(β − 2αi)
, (3.20)

where α = α1 + α2 + α3. The Upsilon function Υβ(x) is defined in appendix A. This

formula is valid for all αi ∈ C. This structure constant was found by Zamolodchikov, and

independently by Kostov and Petkova [6–9]. The expression at cL = 1 already appeared

in [31]. More insights on this formula from the path integral perspective can be found

in [12, 13].

10The hat on the Ĉα1,α2,α3 is added to distinguish these structure constants in the timelike regime from

the ones in the spacelike regime, for which Ca1,a2,a3 is used in most of the literature. The hat reminds of

the fact that these are two different functions of the Liouville momenta.
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As already mentioned, the structure constant Ĉα1,α2,α3 is the unique solution to the

degenerate crossing relations when cL ≤ 1, and even if the degenerate relations admit a

continuation to all cL ∈ C, Ĉ can only be analytically continued to cL /∈ (25,∞). Given

the zeros of the Upsilon function (see appendix A), the explicit form of Ĉα1,α2,α3 shows

why analytic continuation to the spacelike regime cL ≥ 25 does not work, in line with the

general remarks in section 3.1.

Four-point function. Higher-point correlation functions can be constructed from the

structure constants by using the OPE. Concretely, the s-channel decomposition of the

four-point function reads

C4(zi, αi) =

∫
Sint

dαs Ĉα1,α2,αs Ĉ−q−αs,α3,α4 |F (s)
αs (zi, αi)|

2
(3.21)

where F (s)
αs are the s-channel conformal blocks (see [46] for a complete characterization).

The integral runs over the internal states, i.e. the internal spectrum (taken to be contin-

uous by assumption). The t- and u-channels are obtained similarly by considering differ-

ent OPEs.

Requiring convergence of the decomposition (3.21) imposes a restriction on the contour

of integration, i.e. on the internal spectrum. Indeed, the integrand behaves as |q|2∆s with

|q| < 1 for large |∆s| (see section 5 for more details), hence the integral diverges when the

(real part of the) conformal dimensions of the operators appearing in Sint is unbounded from

below. For both the spacelike and timelike regimes, the respective conformal dimensions

∆p = Q2/4 + p2 or ∆E = −q2/4 − E2 are bounded from below when E = ip ∈ iR.

Therefore, this continuous family of states can be identified to be the internal spectrum in

both regimes (i.e. the family with p ∈ R in the spacelike case and the family with E ∈ iR
in the timelike case). By continuity, this internal spectrum is also used for any cL ∈ C. We

stress that the internal spectrum is not analytically continued as one continues the field

and the central charge. It yields sensible physical results even though it is näıvely at odds

with the conventional wisdom behind Wick rotation of the timelike mode in string theory.

However, there is a small caveat in the timelike regime: in this case, the so-identified

internal spectrum includes states with dimensions equal to those of the degenerate states,

which happen to correspond to the poles of the conformal blocks. This is another indication

that the case cL ≤ 1 is subtler than the cL ≥ 25, and cannot be obtained by an analytic

continuation from the latter. The remedy to avoid the poles is to slightly shift the contour

of integration by a small real number as [10, 46]

Sint =
{
α = −q

2
+ iE, E ∈ iR + ε

}
. (3.22)

The poles and integration contour are described in figure 3. This prescription is equivalent

to shifting the momentum on the cylinder E by iε, which can be interpreted as the standard

iε prescription of QFT. It is also consistent with the fact that a continuous internal spectrum

can be deformed in the complex plane when no singularity is encountered.

The limit ε → 0 is taken in any expression which converges. Moreover, since one

can deform the contour of integration in the complex plane, the value of (3.21) should
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Figure 3. Poles of the four-point function integrand and integration contour for the cL ≤ 1

Liouville theory. The poles in the Es-plane are located on the imaginary axis (shaded area, only

few poles are displayed) and depend only on β, not on the external momenta α1, α2, α3 and α4.

The iε prescription shifts the contour away from the poles.

be independent from ε as long as the expression converges and as long as the contour

does not cross any poles. Moreover, it is expected that the result does not depend on

the sign of ε since the integrand is invariant under reflection Es → −Es. It has been

checked numerically that this is indeed the case, and that the spectrum (3.22) together

with the structure constant C and Ĉ respectively for cL /∈ (−∞, 1] and cL ≤ 1, lead to a

crossing-symmetric four-point function for all cL ∈ C [10].

4 BRST cohomology and no-ghost theorem

In this section, we consider the timelike Liouville theory coupled to D ≥ 25 free scalar fields.

We closely follow [14, 39, 59] and begin by replacing the Liouville theory by a Coulomb

gas with charge q. In section 4.1 we collect the relevant formulas for the Coulomb gas

and ghost CFTs and then in section 4.2 compute the BRST cohomology.11 We focus on

the holomorphic sector, and keep normal ordering implicit. We comment on the effect

of the cosmological constant in section 4.3 and prove the no-ghost theorem by imposing

hermiticity of the matter sector.

We follow the formalism of [14] rather than the more recent and general method in [60]

which requires only a single flat timelike direction. Our reasons are two fold. First, the

latter method does not explicitly construct the physical states [60]. Second, it relies on the

“vanishing theorem”, which itself relies on the isomorphism between the Fock space and

the Verma module of a scalar field; this isomorphism breaks down for c < 1 due to the

existence of degenerate states.

4.1 Coulomb gas and ghost CFTs

Coulomb gas. The Coulomb gas action12 for a scalar field χ with background charge q

is given by

S = − 1

4π

∫
d2x
√
g
(
(∇χ)2 + qRχ

)
. (4.1)

11Analysis of BRST cohomology for more general matter systems will be presented in [15].
12We use the timelike kinetic term. Spacelike formulas follow by the analytic continuation (2.21).
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The charge q can be parametrized in terms of the parameter β as (2.18). The energy-

momentum tensor on a flat background and the central charge are

T = (∂χ)2 − q ∂2χ, cL = 1− 6q2 . (4.2)

The action (4.1) changes by a constant term under a constant shift of χ. The corresponding

conserved current J(z) = −i∂χ is anomalous at the quantum level if q 6= 0.

The Fourier expansion of the Coulomb gas field is

χ(z) =
x

2
+ α ln z +

i√
2

∑
n 6=0

αn
n
z−n. (4.3)

The zero-mode α corresponds to the conserved charge of the current J . Due to the anomaly

of the current, this is related to the energy E on the cylinder by

α = −q
2

+ iE . (4.4)

The Virasoro operators are

Lm = −1

2

∑
n 6=0

αnαm−n −
i√
2

(
α+ q(m+ 1)

)
αm . (4.5)

The Virasoro zero-mode can be simplified to

L0 = N + α(α+ q) = N − q2

4
− E2, (4.6)

where N is the level operator built from the number operators Nn at each level n > 0

N =
∑
n>0

nNn , Nn = − 1

n
α−nαn . (4.7)

The primary states of the theory are, as in timelike Liouville theory, the vertex oper-

ators Vα

Vα = e2αχ, ∆α = α (q + α). (4.8)

According to the anomalous shift (4.4), they correspond to the operators VE on the cylinder

VE = e2iEχ, ∆E = −q
2

4
− E2. (4.9)

The Fock vacua |E〉 are obtained by acting with the vertex operators on the SL(2,C)

vacuum |0〉
|E〉 = VE |0〉 . (4.10)

The Fock space is generated by applying creation operators α−n with n > 0 on the vacuum

|ψ〉 =
∏
n≥1

(α−n)Nn |E〉 , Nn ∈ N. (4.11)
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Ghosts. The action is (2.7). The energy-momentum tensor, central charge and conformal

dimensions of the ghosts read

T gh = −∂(bc)− b∂c, cgh = −26, ∆b = 2, ∆c = −1. (4.12)

The ghost action is invariant under an anomalous U(1) global symmetry with current

j(z) = −b c and the associated charge is called the ghost number Ngh, normalised such that

Ngh(b) = −1, Ngh(c) = 1 (4.13)

on the plane.

The mode expansions are

b(z) =
∑
n

bn z
−n−2, c(z) =

∑
n

cn z
−n+1, (4.14)

in terms of which the Virasoro modes are

Lgh
m =

∑
n

(m− n) bm+nc−n , Lgh
0 = N b +N c − 1 , (4.15)

where the level operators N b and N c are built from the ghost number operators at level

n > 0

N b =
∑
n>0

nN b
n , N b

n = b−ncn , N c =
∑
n>0

nN c
n , N c

n = c−nbn . (4.16)

The SL(2,C)-invariant vacuum |0〉 is defined by

bn |0〉 = 0 , ∀n ≥ −1 ; cn |0〉 = 0 , ∀n ≥ 2 . (4.17)

However, there exists a 2-fold-degenerate state with a lower energy since the SL(2,C)

vacuum is not annihilated by c1, which is a positive-frequency mode. The degeneracy arises

because b0 and c0 commute with the Hamiltonian. The two ground states are given by

| ↓〉 = c1 |0〉 , | ↑〉 = c0c1 |0〉 . (4.18)

By analogy with the critical string, we take | ↓〉 to build the Fock space by acting on it

with the creation operators

|ψ〉 = c
Nc

0
0

∏
n≥1

(b−n)N
b
n(c−n)N

c
n | ↓〉 , N b

n, N
c
n = 0, 1 . (4.19)

4.2 BRST cohomology

The main idea behind the analysis of the BRST cohomology is as follows. Instead of

working out the cohomology of the operator QB, it is easier to work out the cohomology

of simpler operators Q̂ and Q0 which we introduce below. If the cohomology of Q0 is

ghost-free (as we demonstrate in the next subsection under suitable conditions), then it is

isomorphic to the cohomology of Q̂ and in turn to the ‘relative’ cohomology of the original
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BRST operator QB. The ‘absolute’ cohomology of QB involves a trivial doubling of the

relative cohomology as we explain below.

We consider a CFT constructed from three sectors: the timelike Liouville field χ, D

spacelike free scalar fields (X,Y i) with i = 1, . . . , D − 1, and the b and c ghost fields. The

separation of one scalar X from the other Y i is necessary to define light-cone coordinates

in field space. We call longitudinal ‖ the sector made from the (χ,X, b, c) fields, and

transverse ⊥ that of the ~Y fields.

The mode operators of the field χ are denoted by αχn, and its zero mode αχ is related

to its energy on the cylinder E by (4.4). For the spacelike scalar X, the mode expansion

is analogous to that of the Coulomb gas (4.3), but consistently with our spacelike notation

we denote the modes by aXn , and the zero-mode by aX = iK, where K is its momentum

on the cylinder. For the fields ~Y , their momenta on the cylinder are denoted by ~k, and we

don’t need to introduce their Fourier modes.

A general state of the longitudinal sector is

|ψ‖〉 = c
Nc

0
0

∏
m>0

(αχ−m)N
χ
m(aX−m)N

X
m (b−m)N

b
m(c−m)N

c
m |E,K, ↓〉 (4.20)

with |E,K, ↓〉 := |E〉 ⊗ |K〉 ⊗ | ↓〉.
The total Virasoro zero-mode is

L0 = ~k2 +K2 − E2 − q2

4
− 1 + L̂

‖
0 + L̂⊥0 , (4.21)

where L̂
‖
0, L̂

⊥
0 ∈ N are the total level operators

L̂
‖
0 = Nχ +NX +N b +N c, L̂⊥0 =

D−1∑
i=1

N i, (4.22)

with N i counting the Y i modes. The vanishing of the total central charge allows to express

q in terms of D

q2 =
D − 25

6
. (4.23)

The mode expansion of the BRST charge QB is

QB =
∑
n

cnL
m
−n +

1

2

∑
m,n

(n−m) c−mc−nbm+n − c0, (4.24)

where Lmn are the total matter13 Virasoro modes. The BRST charge is nilpotent Q2
B = 0

and has ghost number Ngh(QB) = 1. Importantly, the total Virasoro operators are exact

and commute with the BRST charge

Ln = {QB, bn}, [QB, Ln] = 0. (4.25)

13By matter here we mean all the fields except for the ghosts, i.e. including the Liouville field, since the

CFT doesn’t ‘know ’ that the Liouville field comes from the gravity sector.
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Physical states are defined to be those in the (absolute) BRST cohomology H(QB) of

QB, i.e. closed but non-exact states. A necessary condition for a state |ψ〉 to be in the

BRST cohomology is to be on-shell, i.e. its conformal dimension ∆ has to vanish:

L0 |ψ〉 = 0. (4.26)

Indeed, suppose that |ψ〉 is closed but not on-shell, then one can use (4.25) to write

|ψ〉 =
1

L0
QB
(
b0 |ψ〉

)
. (4.27)

The state b0 |ψ〉 corresponds to another state in the Fock space and thus |ψ〉 is exact and

does not belong to the cohomology.

A stronger condition that can be imposed on a closed state |ψ〉 to avoid such exact

states is b0 |ψ〉 = 0. Thanks to (4.25), this implies L0 |ψ〉 = 0 (but the converse is not

true). Imposing this condition is useful for the following reason. The BRST charge can be

decomposed into the ghost zero-modes as

QB = c0L0 − b0M + Q̂ , (4.28)

where

Q̂ =
∑
n 6=0

c−nL
m
n −

1

2

∑
m,n 6=0
m+n 6=0

(m− n) c−mc−nbm+n , (4.29a)

M =
∑
n 6=0

n c−ncn . (4.29b)

In the subspace b0 = 0, the BRST charge reduces to Q̂, which in turn is nilpotent in

this subspace. Hence, finding the cohomology H(QB) ∩ ker b0 is equivalent to computing

the cohomology H(Q̂), so-called relative cohomology. It is well known that the absolute

cohomology is simply H(QB) = H(Q̂)⊕ c0H(Q̂) [14].

In order to simplify further the problem, we introduce the following light-cone

parametrization of the longitudinal matter:

α±n =
1√
2

(αχn ± aXn ), α± =
1√
2

(−αχ ± aX),

x± =
1√
2

(−xχ ± xX), K± =
1√
2

(−E ±K) .

(4.30)

Using the relation between the zero modes and the energy and momentum, i.e. aX = iK

and (4.4), one obtains

α± =
q

2
√

2
+ iK±. (4.31)

The expression (4.21) for the total Virasoro zero-mode becomes

L0 = ~k2 − K+K−

2
− q2

4
− 1 + L̂

‖
0 + L̂⊥0 , (4.32a)

L̂
‖
0 = N+ +N− +N b +N c , (4.32b)
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where we defined the light-cone level and number operators as

N± =
∑
n>0

nN±n , N±n = − 1

n
α±−nα

∓
n . (4.33)

We also define generalized momenta as

K±m = −iα± +
iq

2
√

2
(m+ 1) = K± +

iq m

2
√

2
, (4.34)

such that K±0 = K±.

In this light-cone parametrization, we decompose Q̂ as

Q̂ = Q0 +Q1 +Q2 (4.35)

where

Q1 =
∑
m 6=0

c−mL
⊥
m +

∑
m,n 6=0
m+n 6=0

c−m

(
−α+
−nα

−
m+n −

1

2
(m− n) c−nbm+n

)
,

Q0 = −
√

2
∑
m 6=0

K+
m c−mα

−
m , Q2 = −

√
2
∑
m 6=0

K−m c−mα
+
m .

(4.36)

The interest of this decomposition is that nilpotency of Q̂ implies that Q0 and Q2 are also

nilpotent, so they both define a cohomology. One can show that the cohomologies H(Q̂)

andH(Q0)14 are isomorphic under general conditions, which hold, in particular, when there

are no ghosts [14].

To determine the cohomology, we need to invert the generalized momentum K+
n . For

this reason, we will deal separately with the two cases where K+
n 6= 0 for all n (K−n can

vanish for some value) and where K+
r = K−s = 0 for some r, s 6= 0. The case where K−n

never vanishes is similar to the first one by reversing the definition of the degree. In the

case where K+
r = K−s = 0 there is a subtlety because the vanishing of the momenta implies

that some oscillators are absent from the BRST operators Q0 and Q2.

Non-vanishing K±
n : standard states. If K+

n 6= 0 for all n, one can introduce the

operator

B =
1√
2

∑
n 6=0

1

K+
n
α+
−nbn (4.37)

such that

L̂
‖
0 = {Q0, B}. (4.38)

A state |ψ〉 can be in the BRST cohomology only if

L̂
‖
0 |ψ〉 = 0. (4.39)

Indeed, following the same reasoning as in (4.27), one finds that |ψ〉 is Q0-exact

|ψ〉 =
1

L̂
‖
0

Q0

(
B |ψ〉

)
(4.40)

if L̂
‖
0 |ψ〉 6= 0.

14An equivalent statement holds with Q0 replaced by Q2 by exchanging K±
n .
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Since L̂
‖
0 is a sum of positive integers (4.22), each term must be independently zero.

This implies that the states |ψ〉 ∈ H(Q0) cannot contain any longitudinal excitation

Nχ = NX = N b = N c = 0, (4.41)

and correspond to the ground state of the Fock space |E,K, ↓〉. Furthermore, states created

with transverse excitations alone cannot be exact. Therefore, the above condition L̂
‖
0 = 0

is sufficient for these states to be nonexact.

The next step is to prove that L̂
‖
0 = 0 states are Q0-closed, such that this condition is

sufficient also for the cohomology. These states have Ngh = 1 since they contain only the

ghost vacuum | ↓〉. Since L̂
‖
0 and Q0 commute, one has

0 = Q0L̂
‖
0 |ψ〉 = L̂

‖
0Q0 |ψ〉 . (4.42)

Since Q0 increases the ghost number of |ψ〉 by 1, one can invert L̂
‖
0 in the last term since

L̂
‖
0 6= 0 in this subspace. This gives Q0 |ψ〉 = 0, as wanted.

It remains to solve the on-shell condition (4.21), which for these states reads

L0 = ~k2 +K2 − E2 − q2

4
− 1 +

D−1∑
i=1

N i = 0. (4.43)

This equation admits the solutions E ∈ R, but also some E ∈ iR thanks to the factor −q2,

namely

E ∈
[
− i

2

√
q2 + 4,

i

2

√
q2 + 4

]
, (4.44)

and the bounds are saturated when the matter is in its ground state N i = 0. In particular,

in the semiclassical limit q → ∞, this includes all E ∈ iR. We refer to the corresponding

states as standard states. They do not have ghosts and have positive norm, since they only

have perpendicular excitations.

Vanishing K±
n : discrete states. If there exist two non-zero integers r and s such that

the operators K±n vanish

∃ r, s ∈ Z∗ : K+
r = K−s = 0, (4.45)

one must introduce the modified operators

Br =
1√
2

∑
n 6=0,r

1

K+
n
α+
−nbn , L̂

‖
0,r = {Q0, Br}. (4.46)

By the same argument as in the previous case, a state |ψ〉 is in the cohomology only if

L̂
‖
0,r |ψ〉 = 0. (4.47)

We distinguish two cases, whether r < 0 or r > 0. In each case, the zero-mode Virasoro

and the reduced one are related as

L̂
‖
0 =

{
L̂
‖
0,r + r

(
N+
r +N c

r

)
r > 0

L̂
‖
0,r − r

(
N−−r +N b

−r
)

r < 0
(4.48)
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Since a state in the cohomology only requires L̂
‖
0,r |ψ〉 = 0, it can be built by acting with

the corresponding creation operators on the vacuum:

• r > 0: br is an annihilation operator associated to c−r and α+
−r is a creation operator

|ψ〉 = (α+
−r)

µ (c−r)
ν |E,K, ↓〉 (4.49)

• r < 0: br is a creation operator and α+
−r is an annihilation operator associated to α−r

|ψ〉 = (α−r )µ (br)
ν |E,K, ↓〉 (4.50)

where µ ∈ N and ν = 0, 1 are some non-negative integers to be determined in each case by

consistency with other conditions.

Using the expression for the generalized momenta K±m (4.34) (or more simply subtract-

ing K+
r and K−s directly, noting that every term which does not multiply m disappears)

one finds the simpler expressions

K+
m =

iq

2
√

2
(m− r), K−m =

iq

2
√

2
(m− s) (4.51)

which lead to

E =
iq

4
(r + s) , K = − iq

4
(r − s) (4.52)

and

K+K− = −rs
2

D − 25

24
. (4.53)

The on-shell condition on these states then yields

L0 = ~k2 − (1− rs) D − 25

24
− 1 + |r|(µ+ ν) +

D−1∑
i=1

N i = 0. (4.54)

The cohomology will hence contain states with ghost number Ngh = 1 + (sign r)ν = 0, 1, 2.

4.3 No-ghost theorem

The standard states are ghost-free but the discrete states (4.49) and (4.50) can lead to

negative-norm states. There are two types of discrete states which we treat separately.

• States with r 6= s:

The discrete states with r 6= s are removed by using the unitarity of the matter

sector. The matter scalar fields X and ~Y are hermitian, and their momenta are real,

K,~k ∈ R. According to (4.52), for the discrete states with r 6= s, the momentum

of X would have to be imaginary, K ∈ iR because q ∈ R. Hence, these states are

not allowed by hermiticity. The matter fields X and ~Y are unitary with positive

inner-product. Hence, there is no negative-norm states once the timelike and ghost

oscillators are removed.
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• States with r 6= −s:
The discrete states with r = s (and in fact all states r 6= −s) of the Coulomb

gas theory are actually not present in the Liouville theory once the effect of the

cosmological constant is taken into account. The cosmological constant wall breaks

the shift symmetry. As explained in section 3, this is taken into account by the

reflection property which halves the energy spectrum. Practically this means that

rather than the set of Fock vacuum states |E〉 of the Coulomb gas, one should consider

the linear combinations

|E〉 = |E〉+R(E) | − E〉 , (4.55)

where R(E) is the reflection coefficient. The states |E〉 are no longer eigenstates of the

‘momentum operator in field space’ or the shift operator −i d/dχ0 except if E = 0.

But this implies r = −s according to (4.52), and thus excludes the states r = s.

Note that the states |E〉 continue to be the eigenstates of the ‘Hamiltonian operator

in the field space’ which in the minisuperspace approximation involves a second derivative

−d2/dχ2
0 with respect to the zero mode χ0 of the Liouville field. The Virasoro generator

L0 contains only the ‘Hamiltonian of the zero mode’ and hence is quadratic in the energy:

Lχ0 |E〉 = −
(
q2

4
+ E2

)
|E〉 (4.56)

and allows for both E ∈ R ∪ iR when q ∈ R. The derivation of the standard states which

relied only on the L0 eigenstates, is thus unaffected by the halving of the Fock space.

In conclusion, with the inclusion of the cosmological term and by demanding unitarity

of the matter sector, only the standard states are allowed and the spectrum is ghost free.

The on-shell equation (4.43) allows for E ∈ R and a subset of E ∈ iR as solutions, which

we identify as the spectrum of external states:

Sext =

{
α = −q

2
+ iE, E ∈ R ∪

[
− i

2

√
q2 + 4,

i

2

√
q2 + 4

]}
. (4.57)

In the semiclassical limit q → ∞, Sext =
{
α = − q

2 + iE, E ∈ R ∪ iR
}

. Another conse-

quence is that physical states do not include descendants of the Liouville primary operators

Vα since the longitudinal sector cannot be excited.15 This proves the no-ghost theorem for

all physical states in the BRST cohomology.

5 Analytic continuation

We now turn to the question of whether the four-point function defined using Sint (3.22) for

internal energy integrals, can be analytically continued for all external states in Sext (4.57).

For this purpose it is necessary to examine the asymptotic divergences and poles of the four-

point function integrand with the two- and three-point functions defined by the analytic

continuation of formulas as in section 3.3.
15However, they would appear in intermediate channels since they are built from the conformal blocks.

This is a second aspect in which the internal and external states are different.
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5.1 Divergence in the four-point function

The large conformal dimension behaviour of the conformal block is [10, 12, 51, 61]

F (s)
αs (zi, αi) ∼|∆αs |→∞ (16q)∆αs (5.1)

where the elliptic nome q is defined by

q(x) = exp

(
−π K

′(x)

K(x)

)
(5.2)

in terms of the complete elliptic integral of the first kind K(x). One has |q| < 1 for all

x ∈ C. Writing αs = − q
2 + iEs and combining together (5.1) and (A.6), the large Es

behaviour of the integrand of the four-point function (3.21) is found to be

Ĉα1,α2,−q−αs Ĉαs,α3,α4 |F (s)
αs (zi, αi)|

2 ∼|Es|→∞ |q|−2E2
s ∝ |q|L0+L̄0 . (5.3)

This behavior implies that the four-point function is finite for αs ∈ R or equivalently

Es ∈ iR up to the iε prescription. It diverges for αs ∈ − q
2 + iR or Es ∈ R [10]. It was

shown numerically in [10] that as long as the internal states belong to Sint then the four-

point function is well defined and consistent with the full crossing symmetry constraints for

external states with any complex momenta. However, this is not sufficient for our purposes

because we would like to define the timelike Liouville theory as an analytic continuation

of the theory in [10] in the same way Lorentzian QFTs are defined by an analytic contin-

uation of Euclidean QFTs. That is, the correlation functions with external states in the

BRST cohomology must be reached by an appropriate analytic continuation, including the

integration contour.

5.2 Definition of the four-point function

We restrict ourselves to the task of defining the unintegrated correlation functions of the

Liouville sector, because the other (matter and ghosts) sectors are decoupled. There may

be additional subtleties in defining the integrated correlation functions but this is a problem

for the future. We now give a prescription to define the unintegrated n-point functions for

n ≥ 4 for all physical states. To be concrete, let us consider the analytic continuation of

the four-point function. Our goal is to define a well-defined crossing-symmetric four-point

function for all allowed external states in Sext. This can be achieved as follows.

1. Start with (3.21) with all external states with Ei ∈ iR, i.e. in Sint. With the choice

of the contour along the imaginary Es axis, it is a well-defined crossing-symmetric

integral.

2. As the external energies are analytically continued to Ei ∈ R, examine if any poles

of the integrand cross the contour along the imaginary axis.

3. Deform the contour, if necessary, to avoid any of the above poles while holding the

ends fixed at ±i∞.
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Our prescription is inspired by string field theory (see appendix D). The main idea is

that for an analytic continuation it is not necessary to analytically rotate the entire contour

as one usually does with the Wick rotation; it is sufficient if one can analytically deform

the contour while avoiding all poles to reach the physical regime of interest.

To implement step (2) we need to investigate the poles of the integrand (figure 3).

The poles of the conformal block are located at the values of αs such that the conformal

dimension ∆s equals the one of a degenerate state, but they are otherwise independent of

the external momenta [46]. Thus these poles do not move as one analytically continues

the external energies. Next, one needs to investigate the poles of the three-point functions.

From the expression (3.20) and the formulas in appendix A, one finds that the poles are

located at

Υβ(β − 2αs) = 0, (5.4)

which are again independent of external energies and hence do not move.

In conclusion, the prescription for timelike gravity is in fact even simpler than the

analogous prescription in string field theory. The relevant poles of the integrand do not

move at all as the external energies are analytically continued and it is not even necessary

to change the integration contour (which stays the same as in figure 3). The same for-

mula (3.21) should be used with external states belonging to the Sext. This implies that

the code written for [10] is directly usable for the timelike Liouville theory without the

need to deform the contour in any way. We have explicitly checked numerically that the

four-point functions are indeed convergent for all our physical states.

It was observed already in [10] that the four-point function (3.21) is analytic in the

external momenta and crossing-symmetric for any αi ∈ C,16 and proved that the 1-point

function on the torus is modular covariant. However, it was assumed in [10] that the

spectrum of internal and external states must be identical.17 From the perspective of

quantum gravity, as we have seen, this assumption is unnecessary. The physical spectrum

of external states Sext is what it is, and is determined by physical requirements of a ghost-

free BRST cohomology. There is no particular physical reason to restrict this spectrum to

Sint and indeed is not necessary to obtain a meaningful definition of timelike gravity.

Higher-order correlation functions can be similarly defined by factorization, following

for example [62], and analytic continuation from E ∈ iR to E ∈ R.

6 Discussion

In this paper, we have provided a definition of the timelike Liouville theory with cL ≤ 1

by computing its BRST cohomology and proving a no-ghost theorem. We are able to

define convergent and crossing-symmetric four-point functions by an appropriate analytic

continuation for all external states in the physical spectrum.

16Using [10], the correlator appears to be real when the external states have either all E ∈ R or all E ∈ iR.
17In any case, the integration over the internal states ps ∈ R has to be shifted by a small real number

ps ∈ R+ iε to avoid poles located on the imaginary axis. Thus, strictly speaking, identifying internal states

with external states is somewhat problematic. This point was discussed earlier in section 3.2.
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Our analytic continuation is motivated by string field theory. In that context, there

are additional consistency checks on the prescription from the target space. For exam-

ple, satisfying the Cutkosky rules, proving the unitarity of the theory — decoupling of

unphysical states — or checking the amplitude crossing symmetry [16, 18, 21]. It would

be interesting to see if there are similar consistency checks of our proposal. Regarded as

a supercritical string theory, the theory no longer has translation invariance in the time

direction because of the cosmological constant. It is thus a time-dependent background

with no natural S-matrix interpretation. Therefore, it is not clear what would play the role

of S-matrix analyticity [21] in this context.

Much like the critical bosonic string theory, our model regarded as a supercritical

bosonic string theory has a tachyon in the target space. This means that at higher genus,

integrations over the moduli space will have an infrared divergence from their boundaries.

Perhaps this target space infrared divergence should be interpreted as an ultraviolet di-

vergence in the two-dimensional gravity coming from the rapid growth of the density of

states at high energies [63]. Moreover, from the perspective of two-dimensional gravity,

higher-genus Riemann surfaces correspond to topology changes. We do not have much to

say about the problem of the tachyons18 or about topology changes.

Even though our focus was on timelike gravity, our considerations are essentially in-

dependent of the matter sector. It can therefore be used also to provide a standalone

definition of the timelike Liouville theory as a conformal field theory independent of quan-

tum gravity. Our results suggest that it may be possible to allow the spectrum of external

states be larger than the spectrum of internal states even in the CFT context, instead of

insisting that the two be the same as was done in [10]. After all, the correlation functions

for all these states are well-defined. It would be interesting if there are statistical models

which realize this extended CFT.

Some natural extensions for future work include explorations of the supersymmetric

versions of this model and models with boundaries relevant for discussing D-branes and

two-dimensional Anti de Sitter space. Going back to our original motivation, it would also

be interesting to see what general lessons one can draw about the path integral [12] of

gravity. Finally, an extension of the results for the BRST cohomology for more general

matter will be provided in [15].
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Figure 4. Zeros of the function Υβ(x) for β ∈ C. If β ∈ R (resp. β ∈ iR), the zeros become all

real (resp. pure imaginary).

A Upsilon function

The Υ-function Υβ(x) appearing in the three-point correlation functions [46, 64] has a

simple integral definition for Re(x) ∈ (0,Re(q̂)):

ln Υβ(x) =

∫ ∞
0

dt

t

( q̂
2
− x
)2

e−2t −
sinh2

((
q̂
2 − x

)
t
)

sinh(βt) sinh
(
t
β

)
 (A.1)

where

q̂ =
1

β
+ β. (A.2)

This formula admits an analytic continuation to x ∈ C and can be represented by an

infinite product

Υβ(x) = λ
( q̂2−x)

2

β

∏
m,n∈N

f

(
q̂
2 − x

q̂
2 +mβ + nβ−1

)
, f(x) = (1− x2) ex

2
, (A.3)

where λβ is a constant. This formula indicates that Υβ(x) has no poles and an infinite

number of zeros located at (figure 4)

(−βN− β−1N) ∪ (q̂ + βN + β−1N). (A.4)

The function has also a reflection property

Υβ(q̂ − x) = Υβ(x). (A.5)

A useful limit of this function (to analyse the behaviour of the four-point function inte-

grand) is:

ln Υβ

(
q̂

2
+ iE

)
∼E→∞ −E2 ln |E|+ 3

2
E2. (A.6)
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B Comments on the minisuperspace approximation

The minisuperspace approximation has been very useful for studying the spacelike Liouville

theory. However, for the timelike Liouville theory, we were not able to draw any clear

conclusions in this approximation. We comment briefly on a few points encountered in this

analysis which will be discussed further in [15].

The wave functions for E ∈ R cannot be completely fixed by requiring them to decay

at infinity, and normalizability does not seem to be sufficient either. Moreover, contrary

to expectations, the states E ∈ iR are also normalizable and are completely fixed. Hence,

the minisuperspace is not sufficient to completely fix the spectrum as was the case in the

spacelike case. The only possible way to fix the spectrum (up to a parameter taking values

in the unit interval) is to perform a self-adjoint extension of the Hamiltonian [32, 33, 65, 66].

In the latter case, the spectrum consists of states with E ∈ R together with a set of

discrete points in E ∈ iR, whose interpretation is not clear. Earlier works [28–31] missed

these possibilities by working directly with wave functions analytically continued from the

spacelike theory.

Finally, the three-point function computed in the minisuperspace approximation should

correspond to the semiclassical limit β → 0 of the timelike three-point function (3.20) with

light states. However, there is no subset of states in E ∈ R ∪ iR and no constraint on the

wave functions such that this is possible. See appendix C for more discussion.

C A brief history of the timelike structure constant

Defining the timelike Liouville theory from the action (3) has been the goal of ongoing

efforts for 25 years [12, 28–33, 65–71]. Some earlier references to the timelike theory can

be found in [22, 72]).

The identification of the structure constant for the timelike regime has been the subject

of several confusions. In this appendix, we review this history from the modern perspective.

The first difficulty arose from the observation that the structure constant in the min-

isuperspace approximation takes the form

CRW,0(α1, α2, α3) = H0(α1, α2, α3)−1 Ĉ0(α1, α2, α3) (C.1)

where Ĉ0 is the expected β → 0 limit of the timelike structure constant (3.20) for light

states

αi = −q
2

+ iβEi, (C.2)

and H0 is non-analytic in the αi. (RW stands for Runkel-Watts-type theories.) It was

found [30, 31, 33] that this structure is reproduced by performing an analytic continuation

from β ∈ iR to β ∈ R of the DOZZ formula for C, schematically:

C(iα1, iα2, iα3) −−−→
β∈R

CRW(α1, α2, α3) = H(α1, α2, α3)−1 Ĉ(α1, α2, α3) (C.3)

(see also section 3 for more discussions). However, this is possible only for the discrete

values where β2 = p/q for p and q coprimes (for which cL takes the same values as for the
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minimal models). CRW looks suspicious to be taken as a definition of the Liouville theory

structure constant, since one would have expected it to be defined at all c ≤ 1 and not for

discrete values only (which would also restrict severely the matter which can be coupled in

the 2d gravity context).

This restriction on Ĉ comes from insisting on the correctness of the minisuperspace

analysis, which for timelike Liouville is not the best guiding principle (as described also

in appendix B). On the other hand, it has been shown that Ĉ as given by (3.20) can be

reproduced from the path integral by selecting carefully the integration cycle [12] or by

Coulomb gas integrals [13]. Hence, the CFTs defined by the above structure constant CRW

should be interpreted as another family of theories, called the Runkel-Watts models (or

non-analytic Liouville in [10]) since the c = 1 theory was originally found by Runkel and

Watts as a peculiar limit of minimal models [73, 74]. It has been checked in [10] that these

models are crossing symmetric.

There was a second motivation for considering the structure constant CRW instead of

Ĉ. General expectations from unitary CFTs suggest that the limit ∆ → 0, or α → 0 of a

primary operator should yield the identity. In particular, taking this limit for one external

state of the three-point function should give the two-point function. However, one finds

that Ĉ(α1, 0, α2) does not vanish when α1 6= α2, which precludes from identifying it with

the two-point function. This was remarked in [30, 31, 33] and given as a motivation to

look for another three-point function which did have the two-point function as the α→ 0

limit. This is indeed the case for CRW, although only for the restricted subset β2 ∈ 1/N≥2

and after defining the identity field as a particular limit of the vertex operator [31, 33, 73].

The correct interpretation to this issue [10–12, 46] is that there exists a state with

dimension ∆ = 0 which is not the identity — we could call it a “fake identity”. This can

happen in non-unitary CFTs and does not signal any pathology of the theory. In this case,

this state is the highest-weight state of a Verma module instead of the identity degenerate

field 1 (which generates a coset after truncating the null vector and its descendants), and

the correlation functions do not satisfy the BPZ equations for this field. The realization

of the cL ≤ 1 theory in terms of a microscopic loop model [11] gave a concrete geometric

identification of this operator.

D Analytic continuation in string field theory

The divergence of the four-point function integrand (5.3) for Es ∈ R can also be found

in loop amplitudes of string field theory (SFT). Since the detailed construction of SFT is

not needed in order to explain how this divergence is cured, we will focus on the relevant

information and the reader is referred to the literature (for example the reviews [17, 75])

for more details.

A string worldsheet amplitude is constructed in the same way as the 2d gravity am-

plitudes, except that the Liouville field is absent in the critical dimension.19The starting

19Typically, one uses only three vertex with c-ghost insertions for tree-level amplitudes: this avoids the

introduction of the b-ghosts. However, this is less natural since the amplitude is not symmetric in the vertex

operators and, moreover, the BRST states naturally come with c-ghosts [39].
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Figure 5. s-channel decomposition of the four-point function.

point of SFT is to deconstruct the amplitudes in Feynman diagrams by factorization (whose

inverse can be understood as a generalization of the OPE) [39]. The main interest is to

display the infrared divergences of the integrand, for example as two vertex operators come

close to each other.

Consider the four-point function as an example: from the spacetime perspective, the

limit where the vertex operators 1 and 2 approach each other corresponds to an s-channel

diagram (this corresponds to the boundary of the moduli space). The associated worldsheet

is given in figure 5. An infrared divergence would occur when the momenta of 1 and 2 are

such that the internal particle is on-shell. To display this divergence explicitly, the standard

tree-level four-point function of four string states Ai with momenta pα (left implicit for

simplicity)

G0,4 =

∫
d2y4

〈
3∏
i=1

c̄cAi(zi)A4(y4)

〉
, (D.1)

where the zi are fixed, can be rewritten as [39]

G0,4 ∼z1→z2
∫

d2q

|q|2
〈
c̄cV1(z1)c̄cV2(z2)b̄0b0q

L0 q̄L̄0 c̄cV4(z4)c̄cV3(z3)
〉

(D.2a)

=
∑
r,s

∫
dDk

(2π)D
〈c̄cV1(z1)c̄cV2(z2)φr(k)〉 〈c̄cV4(z4)c̄cV3(z3)φs(k)〉

×
∫

d2q

|q|2
〈
φcr(k)b̄0b0q

L0 q̄L̄0φcs(k)
〉 (D.2b)

by taking y4 = qz4 with z4 fixed and performing standard manipulations (due to conformal

invariance, the limit z1 → z2 is equivalent to z4 → z3, moreover, we take |z4| < |z3|
which explained the chosen radial ordering). The second formula is obtained by inserting a

complete set of states {φr(k)}, where k is the D-dimensional momentum. The dual states

{φcr(k)} are defined such that 〈φcr(k)|φs(k′)〉 = δrsδ
(D)(k−k′). From this form, the analogy

with the Liouville four-point function (3.21) should be clear: the first two factors in (D.2b)

are the equivalent of the three-point functions, the last factor is equivalent to the conformal

block, and the integral over k corresponds to the integration over αs.

Concretely, the single moduli y4 of the 4-punctured sphere is traded by the variable

q = e−s+iθ corresponding to the plumbing fixture parameter. Using this parametrization
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and performing the integral with s > 0 and θ ∈ [0, 2π) leads to the standard expression∫
d2q

|q|2
qL0 q̄L̄0 =

∫ ∞
0

ds

∫ 2π

0
dθ e−s(L0+L̄0)eiθ(L0−L̄0) = δL0,L̄0

1

L0 + L̄0
. (D.3)

Since the basis states φcr(k) are eigenstates of the L0 and L̄0 operators, the matrix elements

of the propagator match the Feynman propagator∫
d2q

|q|2
〈
φcr(k)b̄0b0q

L0 q̄L̄0φcs(k)
〉

=
4Mrs

k2 +m2
r

, (D.4)

with some finite-dimensional matrix Mrs, parametrizing the overlap of states with identical

masses. The parameter s can be interpreted as the length of the intermediate tube in

figure 5 (Schwinger parameter), while θ is the twist of the tube. It should be noted that

the parameter q here is not the same as the one in (5.3): indeed, the plumbing parameter

q does not cover the full moduli space, which indicates that one must sum over the s-, t-

and u-channels together with a fundamental quartic interaction to reproduce the complete

four-point string amplitude. On the other hand, the elliptic nome maps uniquely the

4-punctured moduli space.20

However, one needs to study loop amplitudes to push the analogy completely: the

momentum integral in (D.2b) cannot diverge because the three-point function contains

delta functions which remove the integration∫
dDk δ(D)(p1 + p2 − k)δ(D)(p3 + p4 − k) = δ(D)(p1 + p2 + p3 + p4), (D.5)

as it is expected from QFT (see also [10], section 3.2). A Feynman diagram for the gen-

eral g-loop n-point Green function Gg,n for particles with external momenta pα is of the

form [4, 17]∫
dt

∫ ∏
s

dD`s e−Grs(t)`r·`s−2Hrα(t)`r·pα−Fαβ(t)pα·pβ
∏
i

1

k2
i +m2

i

P(`r, pα; t) , (D.6)

where the `s are the loop momenta, the ki = ki(pα, `s) are the momenta of the internal

particles (they are given by a linear combination of the external and loop momenta), t

denotes collectively the moduli parameters, and P is a polynomial in the external and loop

momenta. The exponential of the external and loop momenta arises from the OPE between

the exponentials in vertex operators.

The Feynman diagram (D.6), and as a consequence the amplitude Gg,n, has poles

when the internal particles become on-shell, i.e. for k2
i + m2

i = 0. Since the matrix Grs
is positive-definite (irrespective of t), the integrals over the loop momenta converge for

the spatial components ~̀s, but they diverge for the energy components `0s (in Minkowski

signature) [4, 17]. From the relation (D.3) it should now be clear that this divergence is

similar to the one encountered in the timelike Liouville theory, equation (5.3).

20The reason for separating the moduli space in this way is to make explicit the divergences coming

from the moduli space boundaries, which are either spurious or correspond to (target space) IR divergences

(which can be treated with renormalization) [17].
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Figure 6. Integration contour for external Euclidean momenta.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 7. Integration contour after analytic continuation to external Lorentzian momenta. De-

pending on the values of the external momenta, different cases can happen.

In [16], the SFT amplitudes are defined with the following prescription:

1. Multiply the external energies with a parameter u ∈ C, such that the external states

have momenta (u p0
α, ~pα) (figure 6).

2. Define the amplitudes for Euclidean momenta: u = i and `0r ∈ iR. The poles of the

propagators in (D.6) lie at complex values and the integral converges.

3. Perform an analytic continuation of u→ 1 and of the loop momenta `0r , but keeping

the end points of the contour at ±i∞ and deforming the contour such that each pole

remains on the same side (figure 7).
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In this prescription, the internal and external states are different as CFT states (since their

momenta lie in different regions). It has been shown [4, 16–18, 21] that this prescription

correctly leads to the Cutkosky rules, unitarity, crossing symmetry of the amplitudes, and

general analyticity properties also found in QFT, and that it is equivalent to the moduli

space iε prescription from [3]. Since these properties are shared by any good QFT, this

provides a strong support for the correctness of the prescription.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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